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ABSTRACT

Deep neural networks have achieved tremendous success in various fields, and the structure of these networks is
a key factor in their success. In this paper, we focus on the research of ensemble learning based on deep network
structure and propose a new deep network ensemble framework (DNEF). Unlike other ensemble learning models,
DNEF is an ensemble learning architecture of network structures, with serial iteration between the hidden layers,
while base classifiers are trained in parallel within these hidden layers. Specifically, DNEF uses randomly sampled
data as input and implements serial iteration based on the weighting strategy between hidden layers. In the hidden
layers, each node represents a base classifier, and multiple nodes generate training data for the next hidden layer
according to the transfer strategy. The DNEF operates based on two strategies: (1) The weighting strategy calculates
the training instance weights of the nodes according to their weaknesses in the previous layer. (2) The transfer
strategy adaptively selects each node’s instances with weights as transfer instances and transfer weights, which are
combined with the training data of nodes as input for the next hidden layer. These two strategies improve the
accuracy and generalization of DNEF. This research integrates the ensemble of all nodes as the final output of
DNEF. The experimental results reveal that the DNEF framework surpasses the traditional ensemble models and
functions with high accuracy and innovative deep ensemble methods.
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1 Introduction

Nowadays, machine learning and artificial intelligence have been applied to various fields with
remarkable success. Ensemble learning is of great interest among machine learning and Artificial
intelligence methods, because of its ability to combine numerous learners to achieve significantly
improving the accuracy and generalization performance of the model. Dietterich demonstrated the
performance advantages of ensemble learning over a single classifier in statistical, computational,
and representational ways [1]. In addition, base classifiers in the ensemble model are typically weak
classifiers, which are more trainable than a single strong classifier.

The main challenges in designing ensemble models are the diversity of sub-learners and the ensem-
ble strategies. (1) The diversity of sub-learners: diversity prompts the provision of complementary
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information among sub-learners [2] and is more advantageous in improving the performance of the
ensemble model [3]. To maintain the diversity of sub-learners, most ensemble algorithms construct
different types of sub-learners on the same instance space or the same type of sub-learners on
different instance space (e.g., ensemble methods based on bagging, including Random Forest (RF)
[4], Bagging of Extrapolation Borderline-SMOTE SVM (BEBS) [5], etc...) (2) Ensemble strategies for
base classifiers. Typical ensemble strategies include boosting [6] and the base classifier weight-based
strategy. Boosting methods improve the classification ability of misclassified instances by adjusting
the instance weights to obtain a higher performance of the ensemble model. The sub-classifier weight-
based strategy improves the performance of the ensemble model by adjusting the weights of the base
classifiers.

Traditional algorithms often adopt a single strategy, ignoring the complex representation of
the ensemble model. In this paper, we propose the Deep Network Ensemble Framework (DNEF),
which draws on the concept of deep learning and the structure of the neural network. The DNEF
framework adopts a hierarchical network structure that combines various ensemble strategies to
improve both the diversity of base classifiers and the generalization ability of the ensemble framework.
The novelty of the proposed DNEF includes: (1) Construction of different types of base classifiers
on various instance subspaces to maximize the diversity of base classifiers in the hidden layer.
(2) Combining the boost ensemble strategy and the metric-based ensemble strategy to optimize
instance distribution, improve generalization capability, determine base classifier weights, and transfer
misclassified instances between the hidden layers. (3) Adoption of an intra-layer parallel inter-layer
serial training model to enhance training efficiency. (4) Comparative experiments show that our
proposed DNEF achieves significant improvement in classification accuracy compared to popular
ensemble algorithms.

2 Related Works

Our approach is related to ensemble learning. We briefly describe the related work including the
present ensemble learning and deep ensemble learning in the following sub-sections.

2.1 Traditional Ensemble Learning

Ensemble learning is one of the highly effective learning algorithms in machine learning. The pro-
cedure of ensemble learning involves combining multiple weak learners according to a certain strategy
into a strong learner with higher predictive performance [7]. Compared to individual algorithms, it has
been found that ensemble learning could combine the advantages of each weak learner to represent
complex models more accurately, reducing overfitting and providing higher learning performance.
Thus, ensemble learning has a wide range of applications for complex data models such as loan
approval [8], speech recognition [9], image recognition [10], and industrial process simulation [11].

As mentioned above, the main challenges in designing ensemble models are the diversity of base
classifiers and the ensemble strategy. Several typical Ensemble Learning models are described below.

2.1.1 Random Forest

Random Forest is a model for classification and regression that combines the “bagging” method
with random feature selection. Random Forest employs the bagging method to select instances to train
different random decision trees, which are then combined based on an ensemble strategy.
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Current improvements to Random Forest have focused on increasing the diversity of the trees
by adding random factors (Menze [12], Zhang et al. [13–15]) and on designing ensemble strategies.
For example, Utkin et al. proposed optimizing weights in terms of forest accuracy [16,17]. Random
Forest has been widely used in different classification scenarios in recent years. In the industrial
scenario, Paul et al. used the improved Random Forest for the classification of dual-phase (DP) steel
microstructures [18]. In Intrusion Detection Systems, Resende et al. proposed that the Random Forest
has the advantage of speed and efficiency over common machine learning methods [19].

2.1.2 AdaBoost

AdaBoost [20] is a highly popular boosting learning algorithm for improving classification accu-
racy. It iteratively constructs multiple weak classifiers, with each classifier improving its performance
by adjusting weights. During each iteration, AdaBoost increases the weights of the instances that
were misclassified in the previous iteration, directing the classifier’s attention towards these instances
in subsequent rounds, ultimately leading to higher accuracy. In the realm of chemical detection,
Chen et al. found that AdaBoost can be used simultaneously to determine the trace copper and
cobalt in high-concentration zinc solution [21]. In the field of electrocardiogram (ECG) classification,
Barstuğan et al. employed AdaBoost as a classifier based on a dictionary, using it to classify ECG
signals [22].

2.1.3 Stacking

Stacking [23–25] is a hierarchical ensemble learning framework. Stacking methods learn some base
classifiers (usually, these learners are of different types) using the initial training data and employ the
predictions generated by these base classifiers as a new training set to train a new classifier. Stacking
can improve accuracy by reducing the bias in data. Stacking technology has made significant progress
in a large number of areas of application. In mining engineering, Koopialipoor et al. predicted rock
deformation using the structure of a stacked tree, Random Forest (RF), K-Nearest-Neighbors (KNN),
and Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) [26]. For diabetes identification, Kalagotla et al. developed a novel
stacking technique with a multi-layer perceptron, support vector machine, and logistic regression to
predict diabetes [27].

2.1.4 Weighted-Based Voting

The voting strategy, as a decision rule, is important in ensemble learning. Typically, the predictions
are made through majority voting. The voting strategy can be generally divided into weighted and
unweighted voting. Among them, weighted voting is a commonly employed approach. Weighted
voting can be further divided into dynamic weighted voting [28] and static weighted voting. Voting
technology has become well-established in a variety of classification scenarios. In the domain of
tuberculosis prediction, Okezie et al. used the weighted voting ensemble technique to improve the
accuracy of tuberculosis diagnosis [29]. For Business failure prediction, Kim et al. used a majority
voting ensemble method with a decision tree to predict business failure [30].

2.2 Deep Ensemble Learning

After the significant development of deep learning, there has been a widespread focus on how to
combine deep learning and ensemble learning to leverage their advantages. Deep ensemble learning
encompasses the design of ensemble models and fusion mechanisms. By aggregating multiple deep
learning models, the hierarchical relationships between these models are used to achieve more powerful
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feature extraction and representation capabilities. In this section, we begin by introducing ensemble
learning based on neural network modules, followed by an introduction to deep forest.

Sivakumar et al. proposed a deep learning-based graph neural network (DL-GNN) based on
the ensemble of recurrent neural networks (RNN) and feedforward neural networks (FNN) [31].
Devarajan et al. introduced a deep learning model integrated with natural language processing (N-
DCBL), which combines a convolutional neural network (CNN), Bidirectional Long Short-Term
Memory (Bi-LSTM), and Attention [32]. José et al. presented an automated deep learning-based
breast cancer diagnosis model (ADL-BCD) for breast cancer diagnosis using digital mammograms.
ADL-BCD is an ensemble model of Gaussian filter (GF)-based preprocessing, Tsallis entropy-based
segmentation, ResNet34 based feature extraction, chimp optimization algorithm (COA) based param-
eter tuning, and the wavelet neural network (WNN) based classification [33]. Hussain et al. developed
an Ensemble Deep-Learning-Enabled Clinical Decision Support System for Breast Cancer Diagnosis
(EDLCDS-BCD). The EDLCDS-BCDC ensemble of VGG-16, VGG-19, and SqueezeNet for feature
extraction [34].

Zhou et al. [35] proposed the Deep Forest (DF) model, which is a multi-grained cascade structure.
DF typically comprises two steps: the multi-grained scanner and the cascade forest. The former
extracts information from raw data while the latter constructs an adaptive-depth ensemble model.
DF is a model that combines ensemble learning and deep learning. On the one hand, it is an ensemble
learning method based on the decision tree, inheriting most of the advantages of general ensemble
learning methods. On the other hand, DF also has the advantages of deep neural networks to increase
the diversity of ensemble learning and improve model performance. Subsequently, the deep forest
methods have been improved, such as siamese deep forest [36], imprecise deep forest for classification
[37], and applied to various domains, including software defect prediction, price prediction, prediction
of protein interactions, anti-cancer drug response prediction [38–41].

2.3 Characteristics of DNEF

Our deep ensemble framework, DNEF, combines the structure of deep networks with ensemble
learning. Specifically, we use a weighting strategy to facilitate the iteration of DNEF and a transfer
strategy to ensure the architectural complexity of the DNEF. Popular ensemble models often employ a
single strategy, such as RF, AdaBoost, etc., while DNEF employs two ensemble strategies: the weight-
ing strategy and the transfer strategy. These two strategies take into account both the relationship
between classifiers and the complexity of the ensemble structure. Compared to the deep ensemble
models based on the neural network, DNEF does not incorporate deep learning modules and does not
use neural networks and backpropagation. The weighting strategy in DNEF supports the iteration of
the hidden layer, while the transfer strategy enhances the connectivity of the hidden layer. These key
differences represent the biggest differentiating factor between DNEF and deep ensemble learning.

3 The Proposed Method

In this section, we introduce our proposed DNEF framework. We first describe the DNEF in
Section 3.1. We then explain the weighting strategy and transfer strategy of DNEF in Section 3.2.

3.1 Introduction of DNEF

Inspired by deep neural networks, we propose the DNEF framework, which employs a deep
network architecture. From Fig. 1, the DNEF framework includes an input layer, hidden layers, and
an output layer. The data in the input layer consists of randomly sampled instances X0. The DNEF
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framework iterates between hidden layers based on a weighting strategy. Each hidden layer contains
m nodes, and each node represents a base classifier h (in this paper, we use the decision tree as the base
classifier). The inputs to the node are instances with their weights. In the hidden layer interior, each
node generates transfer instances and corresponding weights based on the transfer strategy. These
transfer instances and transfer instance weights of all nodes are aggregated with the input data to
produce the output data of the next layer. The output of DNEF is obtained through a weighted
ensemble of classifiers across all layers.

Figure 1: The architecture of DNEF

It is worth noting that the “ensemble” in this DNEF is based on a deep network structure. Two
factors contribute to the accuracy and robustness of DNEF: Firstly, the hidden layer of DNEF builds
more accurate base classifiers by utilizing the results of the previous layer. Secondly, independent
classifiers are trained in parallel in the hidden layer to reduce variance.

It is also worth mentioning that the key issues are the calculation of instance weights and the
transfer strategy that directly affect the performance of the DNEF. As one of the main contributions
of this paper, we propose the weighting strategy and the transfer strategy.

The procedures for the weighting strategy and transfer strategy are described below:

1. The procedure of weighting strategy:

(1) Calculation of the base classifier weights Wc: We compute the weight of the base classifier
based on its current class error e.

(2) Calculation of instance weights Ws: The instance weights Ws are calculated based on the Wc.

2. The procedure of transfer strategy:

(1) Selecting transfer instances X′ and transfer instance weights Ws′: We select transfer instances
and their weights based on the size of training instances and the accuracy of the base classifiers.

(2) Transferring X′ with transfer instance weights Ws′ to the next layer: We Combine the transfer
instances X′ of each base classifier with their weights Ws′ into the input data of each base classifier to
form the output data. It should be noted that the input data of the base classifier does not include its
own transfer instances andtransfer instance weights.
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After describing the weighting strategy and the transfer strategy, we show the process of the DNEF
framework. Each node in the input layer receives randomly sampled data D0j as its input:

D0j = {(
X0j, y

)
, Ws

0j

}
, X0j ∼ X, Ws

0j = 1, j = 1, 2, · · · , m (1)

D0 = {D01, · · · , D0m} (2)

where X ∈ Rn, X0j represents the training instances of j-th node in the input layer, Ws
0j is the instance

weights of X0j and y represents the labels of instances y ∈ Y = {1, −1} . m represents the total number
of nodes in the hidden layer. D0 represents the input data of the input layer.

In the i-th hidden layer, Dij represents the training data of the j-th node. The weights Wc
i of base

classifiersare calculated using the weighting strategy. The training data Di+1 of the next hidden layer
are generated according to the transfer strategy.

Di = {Di1, · · · , Dim} (3)

Dij = {(
Xij, y

)
, Ws

ij

}
(4)

where Xij represents the training instances of j-th node in the i-th layer, Ws
ij is the instance weights of

Xij.

The output of DNEF f is to ensemble the base classifiers H with weights Wc that were trained by
the deep network structure.

f (X) = sign

(∑
i

∑
j

Hij ∗ Wc
ij (X)

)
(5)

Algorithm 1 gives the process of DNEF, which combines the weighting strategy and the transfer
strategy in hidden layers.

Algorithm 1: DNEF
Input: training dataset {X, y}, X ∈ Rn, y ∈ Y = {1, −1}
Output: the ensemble classifier f
Step 1: Randomly sample the training data to obtain D0

Step 2: For i = 1, 2, · · · , n
Step 3: Calculate the classifier weight Wc

i of the base classifier Hi and next layer instance weights Ws
i+1

based on the weighting strategy
Step 4: Generate the new training data Di+1 based on the transfer strategy

3.2 The Strategies of DNEF

In this section, we illustrate the two main strategies of the proposed DNEF framework. In
Section 3.2.1, we explain the weighting strategy for the DNEF, followed by a description of the transfer
strategy in Section 3.2.2.

3.2.1 DNEF’s Weighting Strategy

In this subsection, we describe the weighting strategy used in the DNEF framework. Firstly, given
the training data for the j-th node in the i-th hidden layer Dij, The base classifier hj is trained using
the instances Xij, with each instance being assigned the weights Ws

ij. Next, the instance weights Ws
(i+1)j

are calculated based on the classifier error e. The computing procedure of these weights is as follows:
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1. Base classifier weight Wc
ij; 2. Instance weights Ws

(i+1)j. Algorithm 2 illustrates the weighting strategy
employed by the DNEF in the i-th hidden layer.

Algorithm 2: Weighting strategy of DNEF
Input: the training data of i-th hidden layer Di = {Di1, . . . , Dim}
Output: base classifier Hi, Hij = hj, base classifier weight Wc

i , instance weights Ws
(i+1)

Step 1: For j = 1, 2, · · · , m
Step 2: Normalized weight ws

ij

Step 3: Train the base-classifiers hj with Dij

Step 4: Calculation of classification error of hj

Step 5: Calculate the weight Wc
ij of hj

Step 6: Update the instance weights Ws
(i+1)

We first normalize the instance weights:

Ws
ij,k = ws

ij,k∑
k

ws
ij,k

, k = 1, 2, 3 . . . , l (6)

where ws
ij,k is the k-th of ws

ij. l is the size of the instance weights ws
ij.

Then, the error e of the base classifier is calculated based on the classification result of the classifier
hj.

e =
∑

k

ws
ij,kI

[
y �= hj

(
Xij,k

)]
(7)

where Xij,k is the k-th instance of Xij. I
[
y �= hj

(
Xij,k

)]
is defined as:

I
[
y �= hj

(
Xij,k

)] =
{

1 hj

(
Xij,k

) �= y
0 hj

(
Xij,k

) = y
(8)

The base classifier weight of hj is expressed as Wc
ij:

Wc
ij =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1
2

√
ln(1 − e)/e + αγ e <= γ

1
2

√
ln (1 − e) /e e > γ

(9)

where γ is the threshold value we set. αγ is a constant needed so that the equation is continuous [42].

αγ = 1
2

ln
(

1 − γ

γ

)
− 1

2

√
ln

(
1 − γ

γ

)
(10)

When considering the weight of hj, the higher-performing base classifier should have a larger
weight. Therefore, we use the square root function to scale the weights of oversized classifiers:

1
2

√
ln ((1 − e) /e) + αγ (11)
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After calculating the classifier weights Wc
ij, we update the instance weights Ws

(i+1)j as follows:

Ws
(i+1)j = Ws

ij exp
(
Wc

ij ∗ I
[
y �= hj

(
Xij

)])
(12)

where Wc
ij helps to adjust the ensemble weights of the base classifier, Ws

(i+1)j preserves the processing
results of the previous layer as the input of the next layer.

3.2.2 The Adaptive Transfer Strategy in DNEF

We design a rule for the base classifier to adaptively choose transfer instances X′ and transfer
instance weights Ws′. We then add transfer instances X′ with their weights Ws′ to the input as
output data.

In the i-th hidden layer, we use parameters ε and μ to adaptively select the transfer weights Ws′
(i+1)

(see Algorithm 3). Here ε denotes the accuracy threshold, and μ denotes the instance size threshold.
Under the control ε followed by μ, we select a portion of Ws

(i+1)j as the transfer weight Ws′
(i+1)j in the j-th

node. These weights are then assigned to the corresponding instances, forming the transfer instance
X′

(i+1)j.

Next, we aggregate all the transfer instances X′
(i+1)j with instances Xij of the j-th node.

X(i+1)j = (
Xij, Xi1

′, . . . , Xi(j−1)

′, Xi(j+1)

′, . . . , Xim
′) (13)

Additionally, we aggregate all the transfer instance weights Ws′
(i+1)j with the instance weights Ws

(i+1)j

of j-th node.

Ws
(i+1)j = (

Ws
(i+1)j, Ws′

(i+1)1, . . . , Ws′
(i+1)(j−1)

, Ws′
(i+1)(j+1)

, . . . , Ws′
(i+1)m

)
(14)

The new training data D(i+1)j is obtained:

D(i+1)j = {(
X(i+1)j, y

)
, Ws

(i+1)j

}
(15)

We obtain Di+1 by executing the transfer strategy on all nodes of the i-th hidden layer.

Di+1 = {
D(i+1)1, . . . , D(i+1)m

}
(16)

The transfer strategy dynamically selects the misclassified instances with weights into the next
layer of training data. Algorithm 3 describes the transfer strategy.

Algorithm 3: Transfer strategy of DNEF
Input: the training data in i-th layer Di

Output: the training data in the next layer Di+1

Step 1: For j = 1, 2, · · · , m
Step 2: If the Accuracy of h >= ε and Amount of max

(
Ws

(i+1)j

)
<= μ. Select all the maximum Ws

(i+1)j

to composition Ws′
(i+1)j

Step 3: If the Accuracy of h < ε and Amount of max
(
Ws

(i+1)j

)
<= μ. Select ρ weights from the

maximum Ws
(i+1)j and ρ weights from the next large Ws

(i+1)j to form Ws′
(i+1)j

Step 4: Else Select ρ weights from maximum Ws
(i+1)j to form transfer weights Ws′

(i+1)j

Step 5: Choose the corresponding instances Ws′
(i+1)j as the transfer instances X(i+1)j

′

Step 6: Combine the transfer instances Xij
′ and the transfer instances weights W s′

(i+1)j with Dij to form
Di+1
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4 Experiments

The experimental environment used in this study consisted of an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2640
v3 and Tesla K80 GPU 11 GB memory. All the experiments were conducted in a Python environment.
The required Python libraries for carrying out the experiments were Sklearn, Numpy, Pandas, and
Pytorch. The selected methods for providing comparison results included DNEF, Random Forest
(RF), AdaBoost, Linear Support Vector Machine (SVM), MLP, and Voting (Decision Tree).

4.1 Datasets

The performance of the DNEF was validated using four datasets of varying dimensions. The
Adult dataset has 14 features, the REJAFADA dataset with 6824 features, the Segmentation dataset
has 19 features, and the IMDB dataset has 74849 features. We downloaded the Adult dataset,
REJAFADA, and Segmentation datasets from the UCI machine learning repository and the IMDB
dataset from the Stanford repository.

Table 1 gives the class, instance size, and dimensional information of these datasets.

Table 1: Overview of the datasets

Dataset Instances Features Classes

ADULT 48842 14 2
REJAFADA 1996 6824 2
IMDB 50000 74849 2
Segmentation 2310 19 7

The ADULT dataset comprises 14 features and 48842 instances. The problem is to classify whether
the income exceeds $50K/year.

The REJAFADA dataset contains 6824 features and 1996 instances. The problem it addresses is
classifying files between benign and malware.

The IMDB dataset with 74849 features and 50,000 instances. The IMDB dataset is represented
by tf-idf features with positive and negative labels.

The Segmentation dataset consists of 19 features and 2310 instances. Its objective is to classify
seven distinct scenarios.

4.2 Experimental Settings

All results for each model were calculated using the same data set and random seeds for the
metrics. The DNEF was set up as follows: (1) Each hidden layer consisted of three nodes. (2) The
thresholds γ , ε, μ and ρ of DNEF were set at 0.15%, 0.9%, 150%, and 10%. Here, γ represents the
threshold for base classifier error, ε represents the threshold for accuracy, μ represents the threshold for
instance size and μ represents the percentage of the transfer weights. The base classifier in DNEF can
be any classification model with instance weights. To ensure fairness in our evaluation, we employed the
same decision tree as RF, AdaBoost, and Voting for the base classifier of DNEF. The parameters for
SVM and Voting remained consistent across all datasets. Specifically, for Hard Voting, we employed
a decision tree with the same number and depth as DNEF, while SVM used default parameters for all
datasets.
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4.2.1 The Adult Dataset

We used 20 hidden layers DNEF whose base classifier is a 6-depth decision tree. We compared with
an MLP with structure input-30-20-output and a “Sigmoid layer” is added in the last. Both AdaBoost
and Random Forest adopt default parameters from the Sklearn library, employing 50 classifiers and
100 classifiers, respectively.

4.2.2 The REJAFADA Dataset

We used a 20 hidden layers DNEF whose base classifier is a 5-depth decision tree. In addition, we
compared it with an MLP having two hidden layers, with 512 and 256 units. For both AdaBoost and
Random Forest, we employed 50 and 100 classifiers, respectively.

4.2.3 The IMDB Dataset

We use a 50 hidden layers DNEF whose base classifier is a 10-depth decision tree. We increased the
depth of the decision tree to deal with high-dimensional data while improving DNEF performance.
We compared it with an MLP with structure input-1024-512-output. AdaBoost and Random Forest
had 150 and 200 classifiers, respectively.

4.2.4 The Segmentation Dataset

We used a 20 hidden layers DNEF whose base classifier is a 5-depth decision tree. In comparison,
we employed an MLP with a structure of input-256-128-output. We used 150 classifiers and 200
classifiers respectively for AdaBoost and Random Forest.

4.3 Results and Analysis

In this section we analyze the performance of DNEF based on the experimental results then we
change the number of base-classifiers in the hidden layer to analyze the DNEF.

4.3.1 Overall Performance

We describe the performance of DNEF in general according to the figures.

Fig. 2 displays the performance of DNEF and the baseline model on each metric on the Adult
dataset. As shown in Fig. 1, DNEF performed the best in the Adult dataset, with the highest scores
in Accuracy, AUC, F1, and Recall, although with slightly lower Precision metrics.

Fig. 3 demonstrates that DNEF and the baseline model performed on each metric on the
REJAFADA dataset. DNEF achieved the best scores in the REJAFADA dataset, and the scores of
Accuracy, AUC, and F1 indicators exceeded 0.98.

Fig. 4 shows the scores of DNEF and the baseline model on the IMDB dataset. In the IMDB high-
dimensional sparse dataset, all ensemble models with the decision tree as base classifier performed
worse than MLP and SVM. In this case, DNEF performed better than the three ensemble models of
RF, AdaBoost, and Voting.

Fig. 5 illustrates the scores of DNEF and the baseline model for the Segmentation dataset. DNEF
performed well in multi-class classification. DNEF outperformed RF, AdaBoost, SVM, and MLP
in terms of Accuracy, F1 score, Precision, and Recall. Next, we will analyze in detail the specific
performance of DNEF on each dataset.
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Figure 2: DNEF performance in the adult dataset

Figure 3: DNEF performance in the REJAFADA dataset

Figure 4: DNEF performance in the IMDB dataset
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Figure 5: DNEF performance in the segment dataset

4.3.2 The Adult Dataset

Table 2 provides a detailed performance comparison of DNEF and other models. DNEF achieved
first place with an accuracy rate of 86.18%, slightly higher than the second AdaBoost by 0.09%.
Moreover, DNEF achieved the highest Recall among all models, with a 1.98% higher than RF. In
terms of the F1 score, DNEF was 1.01% higher than the second-place AdaBoost. It can be seen from
the AUC that DNEF was least affected by the number of positive and negative instances, which was
0.94% higher than AdaBoost. SVM and MLP were prone to overfitting on the Adult dataset with
small feature dimensions; therefore, they were not as effective as DNEF. Voting (decision tree) had
the worst ability to recognize negative instances, so the recall score was significantly lower than other
models.

Table 2: Classification performance in the adult dataset

Algorithm Accuracy (%) AUC (%) F1 (%) Precision (%) Recall (%)

DNEF 86.18 78.49 68.80 74.83 63.77
RF 85.28 77.23 66.77 72.63 61.79
AdaBoost 86.09 77.55 67.79 76.01 61.18
SVM 85.10 76.27 65.58 73.34 59.33
MLP 85.56 77.31 67.08 73.82 61.48
Voting 85.51 74.63 63.97 79.02 53.76

In the Adult dataset, the weighting strategy made DNEF more accurate than RF, SVM, and MLP.
DNEF has achieved the highest recall score, possibly due to the transfer strategy that improves the
recognition ability of positive instances and also favors the prediction of instances as positive classes,
resulting in a decrease in Precision. DNEF not only surpassed AdaBoost in terms of accuracy but also
led in F1 and AUC. We can conclude that the transfer strategy effectively enhanced DNEF’s ability to
learn from data, making it an excellent classification framework.
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4.3.3 The REJAFADA Dataset

Table 3 shows a detailed analysis of DNEF’s performance on the REJAFADA data. Compared
to the other baseline models, DNEF achieved first place (98.09%) in experimental results in Accuracy,
F1, and AUC. When all baselines achieved an accuracy of 98% or less, DNEF broke through to rank
first with 98%, improving by 0.35% over the second-place RF and 0.65% over the third-place SVM.
Although SVM has the highest Recall, its Precision was 2.55% lower than DNEF.

Table 3: Classification performance in the REJAFADA dataset

Algorithm Accuracy (%) AUC (%) F1 (%) Precision (%) Recall (%)

DNEF 98.09 98.09 98.09 97.82 98.39
RF 97.74 97.71 97.79 96.81 98.80
AdaBoost 97.69 97.71 97.71 96.95 98.50
SVM 97.44 97.41 97.53 95.27 99.90
MLP 97.00 97.00 96.97 98.13 95.84
Voting 97.14 97.14 97.20 95.45 99.01

Since the baseline models had high accuracy rates of over 97%, the challenge of classification was
concentrated in a small number of indistinguishable instances. DNEF effectively handled these tricky
instances, benefiting from its transfer strategy. DNEF used the square root to scale down the weights
of base classifiers with high accuracy, effectively solving the frequent overfitting problem. Among
the three ensemble learning models, AdaBoost and Voting, DNEF outperformed them in terms
of Accuracy, AUC, and F1 metrics. This superior performance was attributed to DNEF’s effective
weighting strategy, which ensures accurate classification, and its transfer strategy, which enhances
the recognition ability for samples from various classes. Consequently, DNEF exhibited exceptional
performance in F1 and AUC. SVM and MLP had a significant bias in their ability to recognize positive
and negative instances, leading to lower F1 scores.

4.3.4 The IMDB Dataset

In this subsection, we evaluated the performance of DNEF on the IMDB dataset based on Table 4
Regarding Accuracy, DNEF improved by 0.21% and 0.98% compared to RF and AdaBoost. The
Precision of DNEF was slightly better than RF by 0.17%. Although the recall score of DNEF was
1.12% lower than that of AdaBoost, DENF scored higher than AdaBoost on all other metrics. In
terms of F1 metrics, DNEF’s Precision and Recall combined exceed all ensemble models. Additionally,
DNEF achieves the highest AUC score among all ensemble models, surpassing RF by 0.21%.

IMDB datasets were represented by tf-idf features with high-dimensional sparsity. According to
Table 4, DNEF was still better than the ensemble learning models with decision trees such as RF,
AdaBoost, and Voting in processing tf-idf feature data. The inferior performance of Voting suggested
that the decision tree was inadequate for handling the IMDB dataset. Comparing the boosting
ensemble strategy of AdaBoost with the bagging ensemble strategy of RF, we can obtain that DNEF
surpasses these two representative ensemble models in terms of Accuracy, AUC, F1, and so on. SVM
and MLP performed well on the IMDB dataset, which can be attributed to their ability to handle
high-dimensional sparse data.
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Table 4: Classification performance in the IMDB dataset

Algorithm Accuracy (%) AUC (%) F1 (%) Precision (%) Recall (%)

DNEF 85.09 85.09 85.08 85.11 85.05
RF 84.88 84.88 84.86 84.94 84.79
AdaBoost 84.20 84.19 84.41 83.30 85.55
SVM 89.46 89.46 89.54 88.90 90.18
MLP 88.22 88.22 88.33 87.49 89.21
Voting 72.34 72.33 74.61 68.98 81.40

4.3.5 The Segmentation Dataset

In this subsection, we present an analysis of DNEF’s performance based on the results summa-
rized in Table 5. Notably, DNEF demonstrated a significant advantage in multi-class classification. It
achieved the highest Accuracy, F1, Precision, and Recall among the evaluated models. Specifically, in
terms of Accuracy, DNEF surpassed the second-place RF by a margin of 0.97%, reaching 97.32%.
Moreover, DNEF exhibited exceptional performance in F1, outperforming RF by 0.97%. Regarding
Precision and Recall, DNEF consistently delivered the best results. The AUC of DNEF was only 0.04%
lower than that of RF, underscoring its competitive performance across all measured metrics.

Table 5: Classification performance in the segmentation dataset

Algorithm Accuracy (%) AUC (%) F1 (micro) Precision (micro) Recall (micro)

DNEF 97.32 99.77 97.32 97.30 97.30
RF 96.53 99.84 96.53 96.53 96.53
AdaBoost 95.88 99.73 95.88 95.88 95.88
SVM 95.88 99.73 89.54 88.90 95.88
MLP 95.06 99.65 95.06 95.06 95.06
Voting 80.34 94.96 80.34 80.34 80.34

DNEF demonstrated strong performance in multi-class classification tasks, likely due to the
effective utilization of its weighting strategy in conjunction with its transfer strategy. DNEF effectively
addressed the complexity of multi-class classification through its weighting strategy. By adapting the
classifier and instance weights for each class, DNEF further enhanced its accuracy. This tailored
adjustment ensured that DNEF could effectively handle the intricacies associated with multi-class
classification. Notably, DNEF maintained high classification accuracy while excelling in the F1 metric.
This achievement was attributed to its transfer strategy, which intelligently guided indistinguishable
instances from each class to the next hidden layer during operation. Consequently, DNEF maintained
excellent Precision and Recall, further solidifying its suitability for multi-class classification tasks.

4.3.6 Parameter Analysis

The number of nodes in the hidden layer is an important parameter of DNEF. This subsection
analyzes the impact of the number of nodes in the hidden layer on the performance of DNEF. The
number of nodes in each hidden layer of DNEF was changed to observe the different effects during
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training. Fig. 6 displays the training loss of DNEF with three different numbers (1, 2, 3) of nodes per
hidden layer on the Adult dataset. As the number of nodes in the hidden layer increased, the loss line
became smoother, and the training loss decreased in Fig. 6. We analyzed the details of the three lines
in Fig. 6 as follows:

Figure 6: The training loss of DNEF with three different numbers of nodes

The gray line represents only one classifier in each layer of DNEF. In this case, the transfer strategy
did not work. The training loss of the gray line decreased from 4.92 to 4.71. The loss decreased in an
oscillating manner as the number of layers increased. Compared to the other lines, the gray line was
the most oscillating and had a higher loss in the same number of hidden layer cases. The orange lines
represented two nodes in each hidden layer in DNEF, in which case the transfer strategy worked. The
training loss dropped from 4.81 to 4.66. Compared to the gray line, we could see that the orange line
dropped more smoothly, and the loss was smaller with the same number of hidden layers. The blue
line represents three nodes in each layer in DNEF. The blue line dropped from 4.77 to 4.51, which
was the smallest of all the lines. From Fig. 6, the loss drop line was smoother than the other lines, and
the training loss was consistently smaller. It showed that the weighting strategy worked better with
the transfer strategy as the number of nodes in the hidden layer increased. This effectively reduced the
training loss and made the training smoother.

4.4 Experiment Conclusion

We compare DNEF with the baseline algorithm on four datasets. Our experimental results
demonstrate that DNEF outperforms the traditional ensemble model. DNEF significantly improved
accuracy on the Adult, REJAFADA, and Segmentation datasets with F1 metrics compared to the
baseline model. In the case of the high-dimensional dataset IMDB, DNEF outperforms traditional
ensemble models in Accuracy, F1, AUC, and Precision. DNEF shows excellent performance, again
proving its strength in multi-class classification. At the same time, we can infer the limitations of
DNEF, as it is not directly comparable to MLP and SVM in high-dimensional data when using the
decision tree as the base classifier. This is also the challenge of DNEF at present. It can be concluded
from the parameter analysis that increasing the number of nodes benefits the effective implementation
of DNEF’s transfer and weighting strategy, ultimately enhancing training effectiveness and stability.
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DENF framework uses the weighting strategy between hidden layers and the transfer strategy in
hidden layers, which is our main difference from other ensemble models. From the experimental results
and parameter analysis, we conclude that it is the network structure of DNEF that contributes to its
superior performance compared to other traditional ensemble models.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose DNEF, a new ensemble learning architecture, DNEF incorporates a
deep network structure that iterates between hidden layers and trains classifiers in parallel within the
hidden layer. The weighting strategy trains the classifier based on the instance weights generated in the
previous layer and further adjusts the instance weights; the transfer strategy operates within the hidden
layer, selecting instances with weights for each node in the layer and combining them with the training
data for the next layer. Compared to popular ensemble learning approaches, DNEF accounts for the
relationship between base classifiers using the weighting strategy and enhances model complexity with
the transfer strategy. The DNEF demonstrated promising results on four real datasets. Specifically, on
the multi-class dataset Segmentation, DNEF achieved 0.9732 in Accuracy and F1, respectively. These
experimental findings validate that DNEF, as a novel and exceptional deep ensemble architecture,
outperforms traditional ensemble models. The primary contribution of this paper lies in exploring the
ensemble structure under the network structure and expanding the ideas for ensemble learning. In our
future work, we will extend DNEF in two ways: (1) We will explore various base classifiers for high-
dimensional datasets. (2) We will also consider applying DNEF to different data such as images, sound
signals, etc., and other learning tasks such as semi-supervised learning and incremental learning.
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